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Dr. Jessica Siegel received a B.A. in Psychology from the University of Puget Sound and in May 2011 earned 

her Ph.D. in Behavioral Neuroscience from Oregon Health & Science University. Dr. Siegel’s graduate research 

focused on the long-term effects of methamphetamine exposure during brain development on behavior and 

the brain acetylcholine system in adolescent and adult mice.  

 

Dr. Siegel will be joining our Psychology Department in the fall and we were able to ask her a few questions 

about her new career at UST:  

 

What led you to become a professor at UST?  
I was interested in being a professor at UST because of the strong emphasis on undergraduate research and 

student-faculty collaboration. I enjoy the small liberal arts setting and look forward to getting to know stu-

dents and working closely with them in the classroom and lab.  

 

What are your academic goals while you are a professor at UST?  
My academic goals at UST are to continue my research endeavors and expand, broadening my research on methamphetamine and nicotine 

to include research questions from students at UST. I also look forward to forging collaborations with local county jails and to offer drug 

education courses within that context. 

 

What are you most excited about for your first semester at UST? 

I am most excited about teaching classes next semester. It may sound trite or obvious, but teaching is my passion and I love being in the 

classroom with engaged students. I really look forward to meeting UST students and working with them in my classes. I'm also pretty excit-

ed to live in the Twin Cities! 

Welcome Dr. Jessica Siegel to UST!  
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New EA Supervisor: Dr. Sarah  
Hankerson 

Starting Fall 2015, the Psychology EAs will be seeing some changes.  Along with 

Dr. Sarah Hankerson as the new supervisor, the services provided by the EAs 

will also be different.  Dr. Hankerson came into this role after hearing about Dr. 

Paul Beckmann’s retirement and the open position of EA supervisor. She 

gained experience with peer-to-peer mentoring work from her time at  

Gustavus, so she is looking forward to this new position. One of our current 

EAs sat down with Dr. Hankerson to talk about her new role and what she  

envisions for what is to come. 

 

Dr. Hankerson is most excited about finding ways to get more students to visit 

the EAs. She stated that the reputation of the EAs has been well established, 

and it is now time to find out what students and faculty need to see more of 

from the EAs. She hopes to incorporate EA-led study sessions of class-relevant material that is provided 

by faculty. An example of this would be an activity for Research Methods students, where they can come 

to the session and get more help finding the Independent Variables and Dependent Variables of different 

studies.  Another thing she would like to do is have tutorials and/or videos of how to navigate SPSS. In  

addition, students seem to have a need for the EAs in the late afternoon, so adding afternoon EA hours 

may be a possibility! 

 

In terms of challenges she expects, her main concern is – are students going to show up? The EAs are 

meant to help, and if students are not coming to utilize their services, then the EAs aren’t serving their 

purpose. Also, if EAs will be providing class-relevant material at study sessions, extra care must be used to 

make sure the session is applicable to all sections. Last but not least, Dr. Hankerson is concerned about 

having the time to make these changes effectively. It will be a large time commitment in order to do it 

well – which is the goal. 

 

When asked about her favorite part of teaching and supervising students, she said that  it is students’  

Infectious excitement. She enjoys the lightbulb moment when a student finally understands what they’re 

trying to learn, calling that moment invigorating and encouraging. She likes that the EAs get to see these 

moments as well, helping students struggle to find the answer rather than just giving answers away. She 

also likes that the EAs can be the calming presence for students who need it. 

 

Dr. Hankerson will be overseeing a team of seven EAs next year. Two of the EAs, Ashley Bauman and  

Rachel McGrath, will be returning from this year’s crew. Five of the EAs are brand new: Marissa Alliegro, 

Stephanie Garcia, Brittany Majeski, Kelsey Olson, and JoJo Younce. 
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Farewell to Dr. Beckmann 

In 2001, Dr. Paul Beckmann began his career in teaching at his alma mater, St. Mary’s Winona. It was from 

this experience that he knew he not only enjoyed to teach but he also had a knack for it, marking the 

beginning of a career in teaching that would last another 14 years. 

After a year at St. Mary’s Winona, Dr. Beckmann taught adjunct at  

Metropolitan State University, University of St. Thomas, and University 

of Minnesota. He was then offered a full time position in Department 

of Psychology/ Program for Neuroscience at UST in 2011, where he  

remained until his retirement in 2015. 

 

When asked about his highlights at UST, Dr. Beckmann responded by  

saying that he enjoyed interactions with many students as well as  

working with the faculty, support staff, and development programs 

(WAC). He mentioned how much he liked being involved in mindful-

ness meditation and was also grateful for the opportunity to partici-

pate in the design of the two lab rooms, LL45 and LL21.  He said that 

his contribution to those two labs gave him the opportunity to leave 

behind a legacy at UST.  

 

Once he finishes teaching this spring semester and begins his retirement, Dr. Beckmann says that he is going 

to avoid the Minnesota cabin paradigm, and is instead going to sell his house and move to a two bedroom 

condo in the cities. But he not only wants to have a presence in the cities, but also want to have a more rural 

presence, a place which he would call the Homestead. Ideally, the Homestead would be located in either 

western Wisconsin or southeastern Minnesota both of which are a part of the Driftless Area. The Driftless  

Area or Paleozoic Plateau is a region in the American Midwest noted mainly for its deeply carved river valleys, 

which resulted from it having escaped glaciation in the last glacial period. Dr. Beckmann hopes to own a 20-40 

acre farm in this region, half of which is tilled land and the other half wooded. He also emphasized that the 

Homestead would be located on a ridge, because he and his wife both consider themselves ridge people  

rather than valley people. Once he finds a rural home, Dr. Beckmann plans on spending his time fly fishing, 

wood working, repairing machinery, and cultivating gardens. He looks at retirement as an opportunity to 

return to his family background of working with their hands. When he is not at the Homestead, Dr. Beckmann 

plans on spending time visiting his sons in Boston, San Francisco, and the Twin cities and hopes to one day 

volunteer in grade schools and high schools, teaching material in STEM related fields.  
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 Attention Graduating  
Seniors in Psychology! 

On Monday, May 18th,  a reception will be held in your 
honor in the Hearth Room (340) of Anderson  

Student Center from 4:00-6:00 p.m.  Light appetizers 
and beverages will be served.  We will also be handing 

out a small gift from the department.   
 

On Saturday, May 23rd (Commencement Day) we will 
be holding a Parent/Graduate Reception from 10:30 
am-12:30 pm in JRC LL21. Cookies and punch will 

be served.  
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Neuroscience Program Graduate Celebration 
 

May 18th, 2015 

The Leather Room 

O’Shaughnessy Library  

Room 108 

4:00-6:00pm 
Hors d’oeuvres and refreshments provided 

 

RVSP krillig@stthomas.edu 

Attention Graduating  

Seniors in Neuroscience! 
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 Congratulations Seniors! 
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 Congratulations Seniors! 
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Student Article: Case Analysis of Jon Snow  
By Logan Tufte  

Case Description 

The adolescent character of this case analysis is Jon Snow, from the book A Storm of Swords by G.R. Martin. Jon is a 16 year-old 

white male who lives in the fictional country of Westeros. This country is similar to 14th or 15th century Europe, with small towns and villages 

scattered throughout the country and Lords and Ladies who reside in larger castles. Westeros has an aristocratic political system with a king 

who lives in the capital, Kings Landing, and has four wardens, one for each area of the country; west, east, north and south. Certain families 

with economic and political power rule their respective peasants, and have many smaller families called castellans that have allegiance and 

are subservient to the larger families. Jon’s father, Eddard Stark, is the Warden of the North and the Lord of Winterfell, Jon’s home and the 

capital city of the north.   

John is often referred to as a bastard child who was born of an affair between his father, Eddard Stark, and his unknown mother. Jon 

was taken by his father to be raised at Winterfell as a baby and has been raised by his father and father’s wife, Catelyn Stark. Jon was raised 

with five half-siblings: Rob, Eddard Stark’s oldest natural child who is also 16 years old and Jon’s best friend growing up,  Sansa Stark his 

younger sister who is thirteen years old, Arya Stark his eleven year-old sister, Brandon Stark (called Bran) his nine year old younger brother, 

and Rikkon Stark, his five year old younger brother. Jon’s last name is Snow instead of Stark because bastard children in Westeros are given a 

generic surname to mark their status outside of family blood lines and inheritances; the surname of the north is Snow.  

Jon felt that his father treated him as equally well as he did his half-siblings, but always felt that Catelyn Stark made sure to keep 

him separated from herself and her children as much as possible. Given that he had no rights to any of the Stark lands or rights on his 15th 

birthday (in which he is considered to be a man) Jon left Winterfell and joined The Nights Watch. The Nights Watch (“The watch”) is a group 

of volunteer citizens who guard the North and Westeros from the wildings, a group of people who live outside of Westeros’s boundaries. The 

Watch man a 700-foot wall of Ice (“The Wall”) on Westeros northernmost border which was constructed thousands of years prior to keep 

the wildings and other threats at bay. All citizens who join the Nights Watch are required to give an oath which releases them from previous 

crimes and debts, all familial ties and inheritance claims they may have, and all affairs which of the realm south of the wall. The brothers also 

take vows of chastity even though most of them end up breaking those vows with prostitutes from a nearby village. Jon joined the watch and 

took these oaths previous to the occurrences of this book.  

After joining the watch Jon and the other members, called brothers, are attacked by strange zombie like creatures called wights 

from beyond the wall. This inspires the Lord commander of the watch to create a ranging of 200 brothers, Jon included, to look north of the 

wall to investigate these wights and their creators, spirit like creatures called others, and see what the wildings are doing to combat them. 

On this ranging Jon is sent in a small scouting party with another brother named Qhorin Halfhand to scout into a mountain range ahead of 

the main party. During this scouting they are found and overtaken by a group of wildings. Qhorin instructs Jon to join the wildings for as long 

as necessary and to do “whatever is necessary” to learn about the wilding intentions and return to the wall to warn the other brothers. Jon 

yields to the wildings as instructed, but is forced to kill Qhorin in combat to prove his loyalty to the wildings.  

After yielding Jon is taken before the king-beyond-the-wall Mance Ryder and convinces him that he indeed has broken his vows and 

turned his back on the watch. Jon lives and travels with the wilding army for a time before Mance realizes Jon has been lying about some of 

the information about the watch and wants to execute him. Jon is saved by a wilding girl named Ygritte you had taken a liking to him and 

claims they are having sex in order to prove he has broken his vows of chastity. Jon is freed and begins having sex with Ygritte at first in order 

to prove his loyalty, but later begins to enjoy it fiercely. As time moves on the frequency of his and Ygritte intercourse increases, along with 

Jon’s feelings toward Ygritte. This, and traveling with the wildings causes Jon to begin to sympathize with them and see the humanity of his 

‘enemies’ and he begins to question his commitment to the nights watch and who he really is. Despite his feelings he continues sexual exper-

imentation with Ygritte as they move south towards the wall.  

Jon and a group of wilding eventually scale the wall and decide to attack castle black, the home of the nights watch from the south. 

Jon is torn between going to warn his fellow brothers of the watch of the impending danger and betraying Ygritte, who he now claims he 

loves. Seeing an opportunity one night Jon decides he is still a man of the watch and runs away on a horse, but is shot with and arrow in the 

leg by Ygritte. At castle black Jon’s leg is patched up and he helps his brothers defend the wall against the wilding attack. During the battle 

Jon has a chance to fire at Ygritte, but cannot bring himself to do it. The watch wins the battle, and the rest of the wilding army begins attack-

ing the wall from the northern side. During the battle Jon becomes the leader of the defenders on the wall and helps them hold the wildings 

off. As the battle continues another leader of the nights watch throws Jon in jail, accusing him of being a turncloak and murdering Qhorin.   

Jon’s imprisonment forces him to again reflect on his decisions and whether or not he is truly a man of the nights watch, or if his 

actions dictate that he is someone else. The new commander of the wall eventually realizes he cannot execute Jon as other members of the 

watch are protecting him, so he frees Jon. The watch repels the wildings with the help of Stannis Baratheon, a man attempting to overthrow 

the current king in Westeros and Jon is cleared of his accusation by Stannis. Stannis offers Jon Winterfell and the lands of the north because 

Jon is technically a stark, and while Jon has been in the watch most of his family has been murdered. This means Jon can become Lord of the 
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North, which he is ashamed to realize is something he has always wanted. Jon reflects on his place within his family, and whether or not he 

has a right to Winterfell, and even if he did if it is he taking the right action in claiming it as his own, since he is still a bastard. He eventually 

decides that he is not the true heir to Winterfell and declines Stannis’s offer, but is voted as 998th Lord Commander of the Nights Watch by 

his fellow brothers and assumes control of the watch and the wall.  

 

Concepts Analysis 

Implication of Cultural Context 

 Individual’s experience of adolescence is dependent upon the cultural context in which they grow up in. Adolescents in different 

parts of the world, and even in different parts of communities experience adolescents differently because of the value systems present in 

cultures. In North Africa and the Middle East males and females experience adolescents differently as it is a patriarchal society. This means 

that elder male family member’s word is law and dissenting from this pattern is viewed as dangerous and unseemly. Contrasting this is 

Asian cultures, which value filial piety and the respect children should have for parents. In Western cultures adolescents are better off fi-

nancially and awarder more opportunities than other cultures. Western culture also emphasizes a value of independence of adolescents as 

they age. In order to gain a full understanding of adolescent experience the cultural experiences of adolescents must be accounted for and 

recognized.  

The culture Jon grew up in and is currently living in is very different from American culture. While Westeros is a patriarchal society, 

the wildings are generally patriarchal but more based upon might makes right as the cultural norm. Jon’s culture is reflective of western 

values of independence, shown by Qhorin’s trust that Jon will know when to leave the wildings and when “not to balk, whatever they ask.” 

The culture surrounding Jon is also one of the constant threats of violence, as those with the power may attempt use force to get what they 

want, especially with the wildings. Jon’s romantic life reflects these cultural values, as the wildings often steal away women to take as 

wives, a very different norm than the American concept of dating. This culture then dictates that then when Jon captured Ygritte and did 

not kill her that he had “stolen” her and she was now his property. Whether or not Jon believed this at the time, the culture made it true 

and defines how his romantic relationship develops while with the wildings. Without recognizing the unique, although fictional culture in 

which Jon lives, his actions and thoughts may seem strange and abnormal to someone looking through a western cultural lens, but make 

sense when accounting for the unique might makes right value system of the wildings. As he becomes the leader of the Nights Watch the 

cultural values of the watch should become more prominent as they dictate his job and the expectations that his brothers now have for 

him. Also, the cultural value of inheritance through the male line will become important as Jon is thought to be the only surviving male 

member of the Stark family, making him potentially the Lord of Winterfell to some individuals within that culture, even if he does not think 

he is.   

Identity Moratorium 

Identity Moratorium is a status of James Marcia’s Identity Status Model (1966) which involves the exploration of multiple ways of 

being and living without any commitment to one specific way of being. This stage reflects Erik Erikson’s concept of psychological Moratori-

um and the “trying on” of different selves and delayed adult responsibility exhibited during this life period. This exploration can range from 

interpersonal and occupational opinions to feelings about personal ideologies and philosophy. Adolescents in the moratorium stage of 

identity development can be unsure and indecisive compared to other adolescents, but Identity Moratorium has been linked to better long 

term outcomes including being more self-directed, cooperative, and good at problem solving. Most people in western societies experience 

moratorium during the adolescent years and settle into identity achievement during the adult years as they decide on enduring work, love, 

and political choices. Some adolescents lack the ability to choose an identity from moratorium and become stuck in an endless state of ex-

ploration which Erikson called identity confusion.  

At the beginning of the book Jon seems to have an achieved identity as a member of the nights watch, but as he spends more time 

with the Wildings, he reverts into a state of identity moratorium. Jon’s feelings that some of the wildings are actually not all that bad of 

people reflect a changing of opinion on wildings and their values. As his romantic relationship with Ygritte progress and he breaks his vow 

of chastity with her be begins to doubt his commitment to the watch. This is shown when one night he is walking with the wildings and the 

book says, “Jon had seldom felt so confused. I have no choice he’d told himself the first time…” and later continues, “I am a man of the 

Night’s Watch, a small voice inside insisted, but every night it seemed a little fainter.” Jon’s confusion is they key concept of identity morato-

rium shown by this passage. Jon is “trying on” the different identities in two different aspects outlined by Arnett, in love and in personal 

ideology. Jon is confused if his love life with Ygritte is preferred to the chastity the Nights Watch expects, and if he truly still is a member of 

the Nights Watch or if he is actually now a wilding. The positive aspects associated with identity moratorium are present in Jon’s problem 

solving behavior as he manages to not only keep the wildings believing him but in his ability to escape when it presented itself and his ac-

tions to help keep the wall defended when the wildings attack later in the book. As time progresses Jon would be expected to continue en-

tering states of identity moratorium as he becomes older, but less frequently than during adolescence. This should be true especially in 

regards to his new job as Lord Commander of the Nights Watch. Now that he is in a position of power he would be expected to enter a 

stage of occupational moratorium as he decides how well this fits his personality and how one goes about being a leader. This could lead to 

indecisiveness and second guessing during his first few months as Lord Commander and possible lacks of confidence in his decisions after 

he has made them.              (Continued on Page 9) 
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The Psychology Department would like to recognize and 
congratulate the newest members of Psi Chi, the  

International Honor Society in Psychology:

Jessica Algoo  
Marissa Alliegro  
Claire Batchelder  
Ashley Bauman  
Rachel Beck  
Taylor Crowser  

Jeannie Farrell  
Margaret Fisher  
Britnee Gare  
Carolyn Hayden  
Alise Jacobsen  
Amy Johnson  

Joseph Mandile 
Rhiannon Murray 
Ellen Musser 
Paige Reinfeld  
Natalie Schrader  
Mitchell Snyder  

The Psychology Department would also like to recognize 
and congratulate the newest members of Nu Rho Psi, the 

International Honor Society in Neuroscience:

Olivia Elsenpeter 
Greta Gilbertson 
Kate Hanson 

Laura Kerber 
Tori Shepard 
Lexi Tarter 

The greatest discovery of my generation is 

that human beings can alter their lives by  

altering  their attitudes of mind.”  

—William James  
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MUPC 2015  
Macalester College  

Left to right: Ben Gilman, Bailey Fischer, 
Brynn Sytsma, Claire Friedhoff  

Left to right: Tori Solberg, Susie Wolter, 
Cristina Cromett  

Identity Achievement                   (Continued from Page 7) 

Identity Achievement is the ideal outcome of Erikson’s identity formation and is the final stage of Marcia’s Identity Status Model. It is 

characterized by both exploration of multiple sets of opinions and ways of being and commitment to one of those choices which best fit the 

individual at that time. Identity achievement is linked with many positive outcomes compared to other identity statuses Individuals with 

achieved identities have higher self-esteem and self-control than foreclosed individuals and are more independent and conform less than fore-

closed individuals. As achievement is the ideal outcome of moratorium it is also linked with to better outcomes such as problem solving, except 

achieved individuals are more decisive in decision making. Individuals in western societies are less likely to be achieved during the late years of 

high school and emerging adulthood than once believed. Many individuals do not reach identity achievement until the end of college as college 

works to expose them to new ways of thinking and challenges previous preconceptions.  Individuals who do not attend college tend to reach 

identity achievement earlier as their ideas are not challenged as often and because they enter the workforce and forge occupational identities 

earlier. Even non-college students do not generally reach achievement until emerging adulthood, around age 21. 

Despite being in moratorium for much of the book, by the end of it Jon has entered a state of Identity achievement in some aspects of 

his life. While he is young compared to the ages shown in the book, this can be explained both through Jon not being involved in any type of 

continuing education and also that the culture he lives in is not intellectualized or reflective of the current western culture. Non-western cul-

tures tend to reach identity achievement earlier, and this fictional culture is much closer to a non-western, ‘medieval’ culture. Jon’s actions de-

fending the wall after leaving the wildings are the best examples of his identity achievement. When the wilding band he ran away from attacks 

Jon “did not have to search for targets now; only choose them. He dropped a wilding archer as he was fitting an arrow to his string, then sent a 

shaft toward the axeman hacking at the door of Hardin’s Tower…it was only as he was running off that Jon recognized Big boil.  Half a heartbeat 

later, old Mully put an arrow through his leg…That will stop him bitching about his boil.” Jon’s indignation when regarding a companion he had 

been traveling with just days before, and his willingness to kill the wildings shows his commitment to being a member of the Nights Watch and 

not a wilding. The positive aspects of identity achievement are also present in Jon’s actions along the wall. When faced with enemies at the 

gates north of the Wall Jon is given command on top of the wall, and he uses cunning and problem solving to stop the attack. As the book says 

“Jon told Grenn to pour water into the barrels as much as they would take. The water would seep down through the crushed stone, and over-

night the whole thing would freeze solid. It was the nearest thing to a boulder there were going to get.” He uses these barrels to crush wilding 

siege equipment and save the wall for another day. As time moves forth I would expect Jon to reach achievement in other aspects of his identity 

as he becomes older and has more chances to experience and decide upon the best fitting roles for himself. After the first few month of com-

manding the Nights Watch I would expect him to follow the moratorium-achievement process and become achieved in his occupational       

identity.  
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MPA 2015  
Chicago, IL   
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Brought to you by your 2014-2015 Psych EAs!  

From left to right: Taylor Jorgenson-Rathke, Madelyn Larsin, 

Rachel McGrath, Ashley Bauman, Lexi Tarter, and Anna Hangge 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!!  

Some Psychological Fun! 

What is greater than God, 

more evil than the devil, 

the poor have it, 

the rich need it, 

and if you eat it, you'll die? 
https://riddlesbrainteasers.com/greater-than-god/ 

Which three pegs should you move 

and where to make this triangle 

point downwards? 
http://www.abc.net.au/science/surfingscientist/pdf/

conundrum16.pdf 

Find a third word that is connected or associated with both of these 

two words.  

        Lock—Piano                           Ship—Card                                 Tree—Car  
http://sharpbrains.com/blog/2008/02/09/brain-teaser-words-in-your-brain-learn-as-you-exercise/ 

https://riddlesbrainteasers.com/greater-than-god/
http://www.abc.net.au/science/surfingscientist/pdf/conundrum16.pdf
http://www.abc.net.au/science/surfingscientist/pdf/conundrum16.pdf
http://sharpbrains.com/blog/2008/02/09/brain-teaser-words-in-your-brain-learn-as-you-exercise/

